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IUJ Welcomes Dr. Kitaoka as our 10th President
Dr. Shinichi Kitaoka 64,
became the president of
IUJ on October 1. Dr.
Kitaoka was born in Nara
Prefecture, Japan, and
studied at the University of
Tokyo (Ph.D. 1976). He
taught at Rikkyo University
(1976-97) and his alma
mater (1997-2004, 2006March 2012), and served
as Ambassador to the United Nations (2004-2006).

Dr. Kitaoka has published
many books on Japan’s
military, diplomacy, party
politics, and intellectuals
and was honored by the
Yoshida Shigeru Award
(1986), Suntory Award for
Liberal Arts (1987), and
Yoshino Sakuzo Award
(1995). He also contributes
frequently to the major
newspapers and magazines on Japan’s security
policy, foreign policy, and

Global Leadership
Program
Many Japanese corporations are expanding their
businesses into the emerging countries in the AsiaPacific region and beyond.
There is a strong need in
these corporations for
competent global managers who can lead international business deployment. IUJ's Global Leadership Program (GLP) aims
to respond to this critical
need to develop and train
such global managers.
The program emphasizes
international business
skills (Hard Skills) and in-

tercultural management
skills (Soft Skills).
The next program starts
February 24: http://
www.iuj.ac.jp/gp/doc/
glp_en.pdf
E-mail cho-net@iuj.ac.jp
Students, Alumni, Faculty
& NDP participants

party politics and was
given Yomiuri’s Award for
the Opinion Leader of the
Year in 1992. He received
the Imperial Medal with
Purple Ribbon in November 2011.
Former president, Mr.
Masakatsu Mori remains
engaged with IUJ as a
Board of Trustees member
after serving as president
for a designed 3-year
term.

Non-Degree
Executive
Development Programs
In today's competitive environment where the global
scope means life-and-death
competition, it is vital to
have a concrete and profound vision for taking control of global competition.
IUJ has developed a weekend program to train such
global managers.
The next program starts in
late May on Meiji Univ.
campus
E-mail open-edp@iuj.ac.jp

Inside this issue:

Did you Miss the July 2012 Edition?
To help save the planet
and our budget, IUJ now
provides the July edition
of our newsletter in PDF
version only.

 Alumni Showcases:

This past issue had some
major announcement, so
please do give it a read:

http://www.iuj.ac.jp/
alumni/
newsletter/201207/

 Collaboration with

599 alumni have accessed
it! We thank you!

 1-year MBA

If you missed the email or
facebook announcement
about this, please be SURE
your Email is updated with

Meiji Univ. and
Rikkyo Univ.
launched

An increasing number of
major Japanese companies
are taking advantage of
“The IUJ Way” by participating in customized NonDegree Programs on campus. With alumni and students acting as facilitators,
the following companies
have spent or will spend
significant time on campus: Mizuho Corporate
Bank/Securities, AEON,
ORIX, etc.

Business and
Academics

And MUCH more

IUJ and your firewalls are
set to allow @iuj.ac.jp to
reach you! Please check
your profile at
www.iuj.ac.jp/alumnidb/
Please watch the official
IUJ Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/
iujpage
AND you can always view
most recent and back copies, of the newsletters in
full color at www.iuj.ac.jp/
alumni/newsletter/
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The NEW Alumni Assoc. EC: 2012 report and 2013 plan
Dear Fellow Alumni around
the globe,

Tamaru-sensei at the
Bonenkai Dec. 5 with
former students

Retired, Welfied-sensei
joins too!

Many friendships rekindled

Okada-sensei stops by

Hiraki-sensei with
former students

Watanabe-sensei
and Sumita-sensei

Akita-sensei and
Tamaru-sensei

A happy new year to you
all! I wish you a healthy and
prosperous year of 2013. In
fact, it is the year of snake
this year in Chinese traditional calendar and is considered as the year of
“Challenge and Quantum
Leap.” Quantum Leap is an
expression which is often
used to describe a significant jump after a long endurance. May something
significant come to you this
year.
It is my honor to have the
opportunity to update you
about the Alumni Association in this January issue of
the Alumni Newsletter. I
would like to cover three
(3) things about the Association and the Executive
Council. First, I will explain
what we, the Executive
Council, have done this
past year. Second, I will tell
you what kind of alumni
activities we would like to
organize this year. Lastly
but not least, I would address my sincere expectation to you all.
Last year, was the first year
of a three-year term for my
team of the Executive
Council (EC). EC is a steering committee of IUJ Alumni
Association and is based in
Tokyo, Japan. We have
committed to activating the
association by providing
various kinds of value added events for alumni living
in Japan since we took over
the responsibility from previous EC in April. In fact,
we started to meet as an EC
even before our official
term started. As a result of
those efforts, we could successfully launch a number
of new events such as Hanami Party, Izakaya Night, and
Bonen Kai together with the
traditional alumni activities
such as IUJ Fridays and
Worldwide Friday. Among
them, Bonen Kai was an

extraordinary event held
on Dec. 5th in which more
than 100 alumni, IUJ executives, faculty, and staff
joined together. I can report that it was the biggest
and the most amazing event
that we ever organized.
This year, we are aiming to
launch some more new
alumni activities while
maintaining IUJ’s tradition.
Bonen Kai has become a
new tradition already. So,
we will definitely organize
it later this year. Please
look forward to receiving
invitation from us. We will
discuss any possibilities
how to create value for the
Alumni Association with
you and how to effectively
deliver them to you. It is
our feeling that the following list of activities are
worth considering.
1.

Hold events outside of
Tokyo
2. Assist voluntary alumni
activities outside of
Japan
3. Organize seminars or
study sessions on current issues
4. Organize a Joshi-kai,
women’s only party
5. Launch an Annual
Alumni Award scheme
6. Prepare for the 30th
anniversary of the
founding of the Alumni
Association in 2015
7. Communicate with the
Chapter Leaders in the
now 50+ cities.
We are dedicated to make
things happening. If you
have any ideas, opinions,
concerns, and feedback
about the alumni association and its activities,
please feel free to let us
know by writing a few lines
and send them to:
alumni-ec@iuj.ac.jp
This is indeed what I would
like to ask of you. The
Alumni Association is your
association. Please let me

IUJ Pres. Kitaoka-sensei
address alumni for the first
time at the Dec. 5 Bonenkai
work for you by your proactive involvement. I welcome
your voices at any time. You
can reach me at: alumniec@iuj.ac.jp
In relation to the above,
please let me remind you of a
donation scheme called
ThANKS fund, The Alumni
Nakayama Scholarship fund.
It was developed as an initiative of the association in order
to provide generous financial
support to some selected IUJ
students. As a key stakeholder of the scheme, the association needs to put effort onto
generating donations from
individual alumni. I believe
that you have good memories
of IUJ. Why don’t you share
the IUJ experience with the
next generation? Please visit
the following URL and join
those donating today.
http://www.iuj.ac.jp/alumni/
donations/
As I promised you in the July
issue of the Alumni Newsletter last year, I would keep
working with my team to
make the Alumni Association:
Active: more Active to increase presence
Accessible: more Accessible
from alumni around the world
Appealing: more Appealing
from a view point of the alumni
Please help me to work effectively by letting me know your
thoughts.
I wish you all the best this
year.
Ken Takai (IM02)
Chair of EC
IUJ Alumni Association

RECEPTIONS, EXCHANGE DEMOGRAPHICS
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Receptions in Myanmar and Vietnam
IUJ held alumni networking
events in Myanmar and
Vietnam in November 2012.
These events were aimed
to link IUJ alumni, government officials, and Japanese
-affiliated firms in these 2
countries. The Yangon
event attracted about 100
guests and the Vietnam
event brought together
about 60 guests. Faculty
and staff from IUJ’s new
academic collaborators,
Meiji University and Rikkyo
University, also joined.
Dr. Maung Aung Myoe
(IR93 and now IUJ faculty)
and President Kitaoka
kicked off the event with an
academic lecture. Then,
Mr. Ichiro Maruyama, Minister-Counselor of the Embassy of Japan, gave a toast
to start the reception. Other
speakers included Dr. Lwin
Lwin Soe, Rector of Yangon
University of Foreign Lan-

guages, Mr. Shiro Asahina,
Chairman of the Japanese
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry Yangon and General Manager of MITSUI &
Co., Ltd., and Dr. Noriyoshi
Shiraishi, Vice President
and Professor of Rikkyo
University.
At the closing, an MBA 2011
alumnus , Zaw Min Htwe,
EMJ Global Co., Ltd. and
Dr. Ryuta Ray Kato, GSIR
Dean gave an address of
thanks.
The Vietnam event was
opened by Dean Kato, and
after a toast by Mr. Atsuki
Tomoyose, Second Secretary of the Embassy of Japan, Dr. Takane Kawashima, Sub-Dean of Student
Affairs and Professor of the
School of Information and
Communication at Meiji
University delivered a congratulatory address. The
participants from various

sectors as well as IUJ
alumni members interacted in a friendly manner
and got to know each
other for possible future
benefits.
IUJ Graduate, Cuong The
Mai (MBA02) spoke on
behalf of the alumni.
The events in these 2
countries received positive comments from the
participants; “The event
gave me a good opportunity to learn how diverse the IUJ alumni network is.” “I believe that
our alumni will be the
driving force to link these
cities and Japan in the
very near future.”
For Photos, see the IUJ
Facebook site
https://
www.facebook.com/iujpage/

Former Exchange/Special Students
IUJ takes pride in our 50+
Exchange Partner relations.
These relations allow several students each Fall term
to study overseas, while
students from our partner
programs attend IUJ.
Over the last 30 years, IUJ
has welcomed about 600
exchange students from
about 50 countries world
wide, especially from North
America and Europe, helping add more balance to
our already diverse campus.
For about 13 years now, IUJ
has invited exchange students, special students, and
special program students to
become honorary members
of our Alumni Association
with basically the same
services and rights as degree holding alumni.
About 100 have joined to
date.

For updated demographics of IUJ degree holding alumni, please see
http://www.iuj.ac.jp/alumni/

SHOWCASING GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS
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Showcase: Leaders in Governments
About 525 alumni (15%) of IUJ graduates are working in the government sector all over the world.
They represent 57 nationalities from Argentina to Zambia, working for their governments in about
60 countries from Afghanistan to Zambia. This includes over 200 from Indonesia, 38 from China,
32 from Japan, 25 from the Philippines, and 22 from Laos and Myanmar. As of September 2012, IUJ Amb. M. Waheed-Ul-Hassan,
Ambassador of Pakistan
boasts 1 Ambassador, 5 First Secretaries, 3 Second Secretaries, and 85 Senior officials and DirecEmbassy of Pakistan in
tors in government and embassy positions. We look forward to many achieving ambassadorial
Uzbekistan,
appointments in the future.
MA1989

Mr. Nathaniel Otoo
National Health Insurance Authority
Director
Administration & General Counsel
MA1990 (Ghana)
Mr. Sanjeev Kumar
Government of India
Chief Controller of Accounts
& Chief Audit Executive
MA1996 (India)
Mr. Zandy Rassat
Ministry of Finance, Indonesia
Deputy Director
IDP1998 (Indonesia)
Mr. Edwin Gil Mendoza
Philippine Consulate General
Dubai Operations
Vice-Consul and Acting Deputy
Consul General
MBA1998 (Philippines)
Mr. Muhammad Cholifihani
National Development Planning Agency
(BAPPENAS)
ADB Institute Tokyo
IDP2002 (Indonesia)
Ms. Sengphachanh Sonethavixay
Ministry of Agriculture
and Forestry, Laos
Aid Effectiveness Expert
MBA2006 (Laos)
Mr. Alex Siswandi
Directorate General of Taxes,
Indonesia
IDP2011 (Indonesia)

Mr. Dida Heryadi Salya
National Development Planning Agency
(BAPPENAS)
Minister Expert Staff for
Inter-Institutional Relations
MA1993 (Indonesia)
Mr. Christian Buck
German Embassy in Afghanistan
Deputy Head of Mission
Charge D'Affaires
IRP1997 (Germany)
Ms. Faith Kazembe
Malawi Embassy in Germany
Counsellor (Trade and Investment)
IDP1999 (Malawi)
Mr. Indra Nurcahyo Sjarif
Ministry of Marine Affairs and
Fisheries, Indonesia
Head of Evaluation and
Reporting Sub Division
IDP2008 (Indonesia)
Mr. Nureldik Kasmamytov
Kyrgyz National Customs Service
Senior Inspector
MBA2009 (Kyrgyzstan)

Mr. Mohd Muneer Othman
Public Service Department
of Malaysia
Senior Assistant Director
E-Biz2009 (Malaysia)
Ms. Cecily Kome
Ministry of Finance, Papua N. G.
Senior Compliance and Research Officer
IRP2012 (Papua New Guinea)

For a full showcase of IUJers in Government leadership positions, please see
the Alumni Website “Showcase” section. You will also find leaders in business and academic/research institutes, plus the continuation of the International Organization leaders as shown on the next page.

SHOWCASING WORLD ORGANIZATION STAFF

Showcase: Leaders in NGOS, IOs
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While currently just 3% of IUJ alumni are found in the world’s leading International Organizations, the roles they
are playing are significant and range from New York City, to Geneva, to Nepal to Tunisia. Many alumni go in and
out of these world bodies returning to their governmental positions, to private industry or universities: This is a
very dynamic list. Some current superstars are, with their permissions, highlighted below.

Mr. Thomas Remongar N. Dennis
Permanent Representative of Liberia
to the United Nations, Deputy Representative
MA1985(Liberia）
Dr. Mukela Luanga
World Trade Organization
Counselor, Head of Africa Bureau
MA1991 (Congo)
Mr. Hettiarachchige Laxman Perera
UN HABITAT
Sri Lanka Country Programme
Manager
MA1992 (Sri Lanka)
Mr. Sergio Molinari
United Nations Assistance Mission in
Afghanistan
Development Coordination Officer
MA1994 (Italy)
Mr. Ashok Sayenju
United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) – Nepal
UN Coordination Specialist
MA1996 (Nepal)
Mr. Tarek Ben Bechir Chehidi
Association for the Development of
Education in Africa
Coordinator ADEA-ICT Task Force
IRP1999 (Tunisia)
Mr. Zulqarnain Hussain Anjum
United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR)
Senior Programme Officer
IDP2000 (Pakistan)
Ms. Bulgan Luuzandamba
United Nations Population Fund
Programme Analyst, Monitoring and
Evaluations
IDP2003 (Mongolia)
Mr. Sambath Sak
USAID
Senior Economist
IDP2007 (Cambodia)

Dr. Jesus Felipe
Asian Development Bank
Advisor to the Chief Economist
MA1991 (Spain)
Ms. Hiromi Suzuki
United Nations University
Planning and Budget Coordinator
(Approving Officer)
MA1992 (Japan)
Ms. Kenana Baker Ahmad-Amin
USAID / Jordan
Program Development Specialist
MA1993 (Jordan)
Mr. Naved Ahmed Chowdhury
UKAID
Social Development Adviser
MA1995 (Bangladesh)
Mr. Lamin Drammeh
African Development Bank
Senior Investment Officer
(Trade Finance)
MBA1997 (Gambia)
Dr. Aamir Aqeel Arain
United Nations Development Program (UNDP) - Sierra Leone
Chief Technical Advisor
IRP1999 (Australia)
Mr. Bounyadeth Phouangmala
United Nations Office of Drug and
Crime (UNODC)
National Programme Officer
MBA2003 (Laos)
Mr. Dirga Kumar Lamichhane
Animal Health Training and
Consultancy Service (AHTCS)
Executive Director
IDP2009 (Nepal)

See more! http://www.iuj.ac.jp/alumni/
- Business - Academics - Governments - Int’l Organizations

ALUMNI DISCOVERING THAILAND AND TANZANIA
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Daishi to Kasikorn serving Niigata Businesses
Satoshi Kurachi (E-Biz05), Daishi Bank in Niigata, on-loan to Kasikorn Bank in Thailand

Kurachi-san with fellow
IUJer Khamhiane Inthava
MBA2006, reunited in
Thailand

"Do you think you
are applying your
experiences and
the knowledge you
earned at IUJ to
your work? How do
you think you can
do so effectively?" I
received a phone
call with these
questions from
our HR Department completely
out of the blue. It
had been more
than 5 years since I graduated from IUJ, and for all
that time I was engaged
only in domestic business
as a local banker at Daishi
Bank in Niigata Prefecture
in a project team to develop new corporate clients.
This phone call, therefore,
brought earlier aspirations
to mind that I had forgotten.
One year after the phone
call, I responded to an opportunity announcement
within Daishi Bank to work
at Kasikorn Bank, which is
partnering with our Bank,
and now I find myself in
Bangkok working at Kasikorn Bank as a member of
its Japanese corporate
team.

I, as a loaned employee
from a Japanese regional
bank, view my role in this
team as proposing the best
possible solutions to our
clients from Niigata who
are attempting to expand
their businesses in Thailand
within the Daishi-Kasikorn
partnership scheme, and to
build a win-win relationship
with them.

exciting challenge for me.

It has been 2 months since I
came to Thailand. This is
my first experience living
overseas, and at the age of
40, I face many difficulties.
Fortunately, however, there
are many of my old classmates from IUJ in Thailand.
We used to live under the
same roof and spend a lot
of time
In the protogether
“My challenges have just
longed
at IUJ,
begun. I am ready to shine and these
global
recession, more brightly than
good
more and
friends,
anybody else as a global
more Japbanker from Japan, taking even afanese
ter a long
full advantage of the
corporainterval
experiences and network I of not
tions are
investing
seeing
gained at IUJ.”
in Thaieach othland, which continues to
er, listen to me compasgrow. At the same time,
sionately and offer me
Thailand's financial institugood advice and clues for
tions are in fierce competisolutions. These times I
tion among themselves. In
spend with them remind
this environment, it is exme of how wonderful IUJ is.
tremely challenging for me
to deal with our diverse
My challenges have just
clients in the English,
begun. I am ready to shine
Thai, and Japanese lanmore brightly than anyguages to get their trust
body else as a global bankwhile collaborating
er from Japan, taking full
with the Thai staff of Kasiadvantage of the experikorn Bank. Every day is an
ences and network I gained
at IUJ.

Early Retirement to Climb Mt. Kilimanjaro!
Tadashi Inagaki (MBA95)
I reached the Uhuru peak
(5895m), the top of the Mt.
Kilimanjaro at 5:45am
on Nov.7 (Wed) 2012, just
10 minutes before sunrise.
I am very happy because
reaching the summit has
been a long-held goal for
me. Not only did my group
reach the top, but I heard
that I was the first climber
of the day among about the
other 50 climbers to do so.
We, two Japanese and two
guides, started to
climb from the Kibo Hut
(4700m) just a few minutes

before midnight carrying
only a camera and a bottle
of water. There was no
snow until we reached
5600m. Even after
that point, the depth of
snow was less than 3
cm. So, it was not so dangerous and required no
special techniques.
We had previously climbed
1000m/day from

the Marangu Gate, situated
around 1850m in altitude,
starting on Sunday morning, 4 days before reaching
our goal. We climbed only
5-6 hours per day, and remained idle the rest of the
18 hours in the hut to get
acclimated to the thin oxygen levels.
Before this adventure began, I was very worried about altitude sickness, especially headaches,
because I had a terrible headache when I
climbed Mt. Kinabalu
(4095m) in Malaysia in
2006. I was very concerned
that I would have to tell my

former* colleagues at
Pfizer Japan that I could
not reach the top because of altitude sickness.
So, I took several precautions before and during the climb. I think that
they were effective. And
in the end, my longchased dream came
true, with a special reward of a sunrise!
*I retired from Pfizer Japan on Sept. 30 this year,
where I worked for 31.5
years.

ALUMNI PUBLICATIONS, DONATIONS, RANKINGS
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Alumni Collaborate on Unique Book
Koichiro Akahori (MBA02),
with English advisory support
from Paul Consalvi (IR90).
published a book, now available on Amazon.com!

Japanese title: 英語でチャレ
ンジ！大人の社会科見学
English title: Tour Japan's
Inner-workings: Money &
Politics, Science & Industry

This book is complete English transcription of some
popular public facility tours
such as National Diet or
Tokyo Stock Exchange for
those who need to take
foreign visitors to such
places.

Alumni-Faculty Joint Publications: iuj.ac.jp/research/outputs
"Spatial Dimensions of Expenditure Inequality and the
Role of Education in Indonesia: An Analysis of the 20082010 Susenas Panel"
Mitsuhiro Hayashi (IR90),
Mitsuhiko Kataoka (IDP97),
with Akita-sensei

"Climatic impacts across
agricultural crop yield distributions: An application of
quantile regression on rice
crops in Andhra Pradesh,
India”

"Real options approach to
renewable energy investments in Mongolia,"

Prabhat Barnwal (IDP10)
with Kotani-sensei
(Forthcoming)

"Spatial Dimensions of
Income Inequality and
Poverty in Bangladesh: An

Neal Detert IDP08
with Kotani-sensei
(Forthcoming)

Analysis of the 2005 and
2010 Household Income
and Expenditure Survey
Data”
Kazi Arif Uz Zaman
(IDP11)
with Akita-sensei

Sponsor Current Students with ThANKS
For 4 successive years, IUJ
alumni have been supporting
2nd year students who are
deeply involved in promoting
a friendly and active campus
life with much needed and
appreciated monthly stipends.
Donations ranging from 1,000
yen to 1,100,000 yen have so
far been made by 338 alumni
(some alumni more than
once!)

But the fund is drying up!
In order to continue our
scholarship for 4 more years,
we need to raise a minimum
of 4,128,000 yen more.

emergency drive because
several students found
themselves without sustaining stipends. We needed
1,600,000 to keep 8 students on campus until they
could again receive the
JASSO stipend. Alumni responded quickly, and within a week we had raised the
money!

Please give back to campus
in the form of support for
students making IUJ a great
place to be! Let’s support
those who are supporting
campus life.

We then switched to the
task of raising 6,000,000
yen for the regular Alumni
Sponsored scholarship
needs: Stipends for those in
need and contributing to
campus life their 2nd year.
We are just above 30% of
that goal now.

SPECIAL thanks to
those who donated
in the URGENT
fund:
you saved the
academic lives of 8
IUJers!

In July we announced an

For details, donation methods, and more please see
http://www.iuj.ac.jp/
alumni/donations/

31.2%
We are only
31.2% of the way
to our ThANKS
Fund goal. Please
be involved.

Rising Star Ranking #9 Worldwide, #2 in Asia
IUJ’s MBA program, ranked
79th in the world by the Economist Intelligence Unit in Fall
2012, has also achieved the
#9 ranking as “a rising star”
by the FindYourMBA.com
ranking service. IUJ is #2 in
Asia, ranked with regard to
improvements made recently
to curriculum, job placement
and alumni networking.

The Rising Star ranking
means that IUJ has been
recognized for making positive changes and updates
to help position itself as a
future top-tiered Business
school. The potential to join
the best of the best because
of such innovative changes
and developments has
been acknowledged by a

3rd party, and IUJ is honored.
What has been done and
added to help us achieve
this recognition? New
MoUs, curriculum changes, new strategic alliances, a Global Partnership
network with over 50
companies, and more.

For the report and press
release, see IUJ News
Page, December 18
entry.
Www.iuj.ac.jp/news/
Www.findyourmba.com

WORLD WIDE FRIDAY
Celebrating the 30th Anniversary World Wide

World Wide Friday in over 30 cities, from Accra to Yangon, help celebrate IUJ’s 30th Anniversary! Many photos were shared on the IUJ FaceBook page helping groups meet up virtually too!
THANKS for coming out everyone!

Accra, Ghana

Bangkok, Thailand
Beijing, China

Hanoi, Vietnam

Chicago USA

Hong Kong, China
Jakarta, Indonesia

Copenhagen, Denmark

London, UK

Manila, Philippines
Nairobi, Kenya

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Osaka, Japan

Phnom Penh, Cambodia

NYC, USA

Taipei, Taiwan

Singapore

Tokyo, Japan

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

Yangon, Myanmar

Alumni World Wide Chapters Now Number 52!
As part of our 30th anniversary
celebrations, the Alumni Office
had a goal of creating 50 chapters outside of Tokyo to represent IUJ, and bring our global
network more closely together.
Thanks to our new Chapter

Leader volunteers, we surpassed our goal just before
the September World
Wide Fridays!
www.iuj.ac.jp/alumni/
association/

“Gretchen, When is the next
IUJ World-Wide Friday?”
you ask . . .

September 6!

